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FOUNDED MAY 1989 

MEETINGS - SECOND  

  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

iPAD & iPHONE FOCUS 

R COMMENTS   

WIRELESS PRINTERS.  David 
B r e e n p o s t e d a p r e t t y 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e a r t i c l e i n 
lifewire.com about the best AirPrint 
printers in 2018. Very handy if 
you’re printing from an iPad. 
tinyurl.com/y9hap7jx.


CHROME V. FIREFOX. John 
Martellero chooses the later for 
privacy reasons. tinyurl.com/
ycmrsngj.


USING SMART ALBUMS IN 
PHOTOS. If you need to organize 
your photos, you will benefit 
greatly by reading this long, 
excellent article on Smart Albums. 
tinyurl.com/y86jcp67.


STOP YOUR SMART TV FROM 
TRACKING WHAT YOU WATCH. 
You can do it. This article show 
you how wi th var ious TVs. 
tinyurl.com/yaejo5lm.


THE FBI HAS RECOMMENDED 
THAT ALL ROUTERS SHOULD 
BE AT LEAST REBOOTED TO 
DELETE RUSSIAN MALWARE 
A I M E D A T R O U T E R S . 
tinyurl.com/y7rldx5q. 
AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT 
FUZZY IF ORIGINAL IMAGES WERE 
FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO READ 
T H E M , P L E A S E G O T O T H E 
ORIGINAL ARTICLE. 

MLMUG ON VACATION! 
No meeting this month. Enjoy a vacation, but try to keep current on technology. 

http://lifewire.com
https://tinyurl.com/y9hap7jx
https://tinyurl.com/ycmrsngj
https://tinyurl.com/ycmrsngj
https://tinyurl.com/y86jcp67
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https://tinyurl.com/y7rldx5q
http://lifewire.com
https://tinyurl.com/y9hap7jx
https://tinyurl.com/ycmrsngj
https://tinyurl.com/ycmrsngj
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MLMUG Email list


The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list, 
hosted at Groups.io. Compose 
your le t te r and emai l i t to 
MLMUG@groups.io  and your 
message will be sent to everyone 
on the mailing list. Contact Bob 
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you are 
a member and you are not on the 
list.

Please observe good emai l 
etiquette. If your message is humor 
or not Apple-related (off-topic), 
please include "Humor" or "OT" in 
the subject line. The Groups.io 
Terms of Service are at groups.io/
static/tos. Look for the section on 
"Conditions of Use"  

The MLMUG list may be used to 
post Apple-related items for sale, 
but any solicitation of members 
through the list is forbidden 
without the written consent of a 
MLMUG officer. Violation of the 
Groups.io terms of service or good 
email etiquette may result in 
removal from the list.

New Users SIG


You don’t have to wait a whole month to 
get answers to your basic Mac questions! 
Get together with other members on the 
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.


Many new users have said that they can 
learn much more from face-to-face 
meetings than they do from manuals or 
other sources. That’s what this meeting is 
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html 
for details.


Typical Meeting Agenda

9:00 - 9:05: 	 Call to order in main meeting 

room.


9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special 
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in 
separate rooms. The three current 
SIGs are:


	 Newer Users- We cover the most 
basic questions you may have about 
your Mac/iDevices and how to use 
them.


	 Multimedia - We discuss using your 
Mac/iDevices and applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 OS - We go beyond basics to discuss 
Apple’s current operating systems, 
using your Macs & iDevices, & various 
applications, & have Q&A.


10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all 
attendees.


10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members 
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant. 

http://groups.io
mailto:%20MLMUG@groups.io%20
mailto:barton@bee.net
http://groups.io/
https://groups.io/static/tos
https://groups.io/static/tos
http://groups.io/
http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
http://groups.io
mailto:%20MLMUG@groups.io%20
mailto:barton@bee.net
http://groups.io/
https://groups.io/static/tos
https://groups.io/static/tos
http://groups.io/
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Membership Information

Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for 
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary 
date, which is the month you joined. You will be e-
mailed reminders when membership fee is due. 

If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve 
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined, 
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:

• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share, 

and meet everyone from working Mac 
professionals to new Mac users from all 
backgrounds.


• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting 
Mac news, tips, and information.


• Useful free items at the monthly Raffles. 

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User 

Group members.

• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG 

newsletters, meeting information, a member 
directory, directions to our meetings, and much 
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.


• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical 
questions or comments to each other and the 
experts within the group. 


• Reviewers keep items reviewed.

Are you ready to join? Please make a check 
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly 
meeting or mail it to:


Treasurer, MLMUG

P.O. Box 1374


Southeastern, PA 19399


Newsletter Copy Editor & Apple 
User Group Ambassador 

Deane Lappin

deanezl@verizon.net


Newer Users SIG Co-Chair & 
Webmaster 
Bob Barton


barton@bee.net

Newsletter Graphics Editor 

Sally Bazrod

sallybazrod@mac.com


OS/iOS SIG Chair 
Adam Rice


adam@adamrice.org

Picnic Coordinator 

Tony DiPiano

tony@dipiano.net


Raffle Chair 
Susan Czarnecki


sparsefur@yahoo.com 

Social Secretary 
Gail Montgomery


gailemontgomery@comcast.net


President, Program Director & 
Vendor Liaison 

Maria O. Arguello

mariarguello@mac.com


Vice President & Multimedia SIG 
Co-Chair 

Larry Campbell

lcampbell9@me.com


Treasurer, Membership & 
Facilities Coordinator 

Elliott Cobin

eicobin@gmail.com


Secretary & Newsletter Editor 
Mark Bazrod


msb@lpilease.com

Member-at-Large 

Deane Lappin

deanezl@verizon.net


Educational Liaison 
Linda McNeil


mcneil.linda@gmail.com

Multimedia SIG Co-Chair 

Nicholas Iacona

nick@nickiacona.com 
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com 
on July 11, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8pb9hfu. © The Mac Observer, 
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, & Apple.  

Ming-Chi Kuo Predicts All Of Apple’s 
New Fall Products 
By John Martellaro 
How does he do it? Ming-Chi Kuo (TF International Securities) 
has posted a virtual Christmas list of Apple’s next products. 
9to5Mac has the list, and I have some observations. 


Apple will cash in on iPhone X features & allure with new models. 

The report covers the expected new iPhones. This is getting to 
be a fairly well established rumor. By that I mean reasonable 
credence.  

But what mystifies me a little about the 2018 iPhone line up is the 
use of LCD technology in one model (6.1-inch). This has to mean 
that Apple’s expectations for demand and sales outstrips the 
ability of Apple suppliers to deliver OLED. Or Apple wants to offer 
a large display iPhone with advanced features, including Face ID, 
at a more attractive price. Probably both, and LCD is the key. 

Updates to MacBook Pros (13, 15-inch) with Coffee Lake CPUs 
are in order, in fact, even slightly overdue. My guess there, as I’ve 

surmised before, is that two other models are not quite ready: 
Mac mini and a low cost replacement for the MacBook Air. Apple 
would probably like to roll out the new Mac lineup all at once.  

[What to Know About the New Intel CPUs: Coffee Lake & Cannon 
Lake ]  

My other guess is that the Mac mini is going to be a totally new 
product. It ill be an OMG, gotta-have-it model for those who 
won’t be able to afford the 2019 Mac Pro. In fact, it may even 
inherit some of the modular capabilities that are in the works for 
the Mac Pro. It’s been awhile since Apple has delivered a new 
Mac that we swoon over. I think this will be it. The old design is 
certainly dead. 


Beloved Mac mini is old tech. Time for a major rethink. 

CPU Upgrades to the iMac and MacBooks would be customary, 
and I haven’t seen anything, even from Ming-Chi Kuo, that 
suggest otherwise.  

New AirPods, AirPods 2, may be coming. But Mark Gurman at 
Bloomberg says that’s a 2019 thing.  

New iPads with Face ID are mentioned. We knew that was 
coming. But here’s the twist: an 11-inch model. Right now, Apple 
ships a 12.9-inch and 10.5-inch iPad Pro, a no-frills 9.7-inch 
model and the 7.9-inch iPad mini 4. I expect the iPad mini 4 to 
be dropped from the lineup, but how does a new 11-inch model 
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fit into the scheme? It doesn’t seem like a move destined to 
inject new life into iPad sales. That may be more due to iOS 13. 
Perhaps time and experience has shown that the 12.9-inch 
model, with a case and keyboard is just too cumbersome for 
many. An 11-inch model is a nice size, but with less weight. 
(Recall the square-cube law.)  
From the Ming-Chi Kuo report, it looks like both models of the 
Apple Watch Series 4 are going to get ever so much larger 
displays. That’s probably a result of a lot of customer feedback 
suggesting that Apple was being conservative before and can be 
more aggressive in sizing nowadays. Will it get any thinner?  

I used to argue that it isn’t possible. But now, I think the 
technology has advanced, three year later, to the point where 
battery power can be improved even with a slimmer design. I’m 
talking a millimeter or two. 
Finally, the problems that Apple has had with the AirPower 
wireless charger look to have been resolved. And just in time for 
the new 2018 iPhones at that.  
If this report is even mildly accurate, Apple is close to unleashing 
a mind-blowing array of products on us. And it will be much 
appreciated. New product rollouts in 2018 to-date have 
consisted only of the HomePod (February 9) and low-cost 9.7-
inch iPad (March 27). It’s high time. 

Nathan Ingraham posted the following article to endadget.com 
on August 1, 2018.  tinyurl.com/y8vuwhuv. © Oath Tech Network. 
He is the deputy managing editor at Engadget, covering Google, 
Apple, gaming, apps and weird internet culture. 

Why Macs Matter To Apple, Even When 
They Aren’t Selling Well 
By Nathan Ingraham 
Apple didn't say much about the Mac on yesterday's quarterly 
earnings call. Customers only bought 3.7 million Macs in the past 
three months, a 13 percent drop compared to the year prior. For 
those keeping track, that's only the fifth quarter in the past eight 
years in which Apple sold less than 4 million traditional 
computers. Meanwhile, both IDC and Gartner released reports 
saying the past quarter was the best the PC market has seen in 
six years.


The Mac's decline is vindicating to the Apple fans and 
professionals alike who have been on the soapbox discussing 
how the company's current products don't measure up in one 
way or another. The best example is surely the MacBook Pro, 
with its problematic keyboard, lack of legacy ports, recent 
thermal troubles, questionable touch bar and -- of course -- its 
sky-high price. Meanwhile, the MacBook Air, Mac Mini and Mac 
Pro have all lingered for years without meaningful updates. 


Between dropping sales and controversial products, what does 
the Mac means to Apple in 2018? Yes, it's the company's first 
flagship product, but it's also an increasingly small portion of its 
business. Pretty much everything that Apple sells, from 
streaming music and wireless headphones to the Apple Watch 
and HomePod, is designed with iOS in mind. The days of the 
Mac serving as your "digital hub," as Steve Jobs famously put it 
way back in 2001, are long gone.
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If that's the case, what does the Mac mean to Apple (besides 
about 10 percent of last quarter's revenue)? The answer can be 
found by looking at the one product category going through 
explosive growth: Apple's services segment. CEO Tim Cook has 
been talking up this part of the company's business for years 
now, and with good reason: Over the past three years, revenue 
from services has grown from $5 billion to $9.5 billion, making it 
Apple's second-largest product category behind the iPhone. 


Mac-unit sales, compared to Mac-segment revenue and 
services-segment revenue


Among the products Apple considers services are iCloud 
storage, Apple Pay, Apple Music and all the digital content it sells 
from the iTunes Store, the Mac and iOS app stores, iBooks and 
so forth. None of these products require a Mac, but if you use an 
iPad or iPhone and still want a traditional desktop or laptop, 
you'll have a much better experience with a Mac than a Windows 
machine or Chromebook. And yes, that's even if Apple isn't 
updating its hardware as frequently as it used to.


Probably the best example of this is iMessage. As text messages 
(and then iMessages) became a dominant form of 
communication, being able to send and receive them on all 
Apple devices, including the Mac, quickly became a killer feature 
that Google hasn't yet been able to replicate with Android. 
Similarly, using Safari on my Mac to easily pull up pages I 
browsed on my phone or iPad is pretty convenient. Yes, Chrome 
sync would also work, but as long as I can't change default 
browsers in iOS, Safari makes for an easier choice.


Similarly, I recently picked up an LTE Apple Watch and started 
running with just it and a pair of AirPods. Being able to stream 
any song I want from Apple Music to such a tiny device feels 
pretty futuristic -- but Apple Music is the only real option if I want 
to run and go phone free. In a perfect world, Spotify or Google 
Music would work on the watch, but they don't. So I keep on 
using Apple Music, and while I could access the service on 

Android or Windows, it definitely works best on an iOS device or 
a Mac.


Those are just a few examples, but generally Apple has done a 
good job at making macOS and iOS work closely together 
without having to merge the two different operating systems. 
Even something as simple as the combo of iCloud and the new 
iOS Files app provide a much more cohesive experience than 
you'll get on other platforms. 


But this quarter's drop in sales has to be concerning to Apple, as 
Cook cited customer satisfaction as one of the main drivers of its 
services business. "A growing portion of our revenue is directly 
driven by our existing install base," Cook said in January 2016. 
"Our customer satisfaction and retention rates are second to 
none and provide us with a long-lasting foundation." That 
foundation is the 1 billion-plus active Apple devices cited on the 
same earnings call. Macs only make up a small portion of that 
active base, but with iPhone and iPad sales relatively flat, the 
company doesn't want to see any of its major hardware 
categories start slipping. It'll make continued services revenue 
growth that much harder.  

If those loyal customers are going to keep buying Macs, Apple 
will have to show that it considers the platform more than just 
another place to sell its services. I don't expect Apple to look 
back in hardware design; the days of it selling a pro laptop with 
an SD card slot are sadly behind us. But more-frequent hardware 
updates across more of its product lineup would probably go a 
long way toward convincing users that the Mac is more than just 
a legacy part of Apple's business. 
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Jason Cross posted the following article to macobserver.com on 
May 29, 2018. tinyurl.com/yc6lq4lp. © The Mac Observer Inc. He 
has written professionally about technology for about 20 years. 
He aims to figure out how complicated technology works and 
explain it in a way anyone can understand. 

The Best Cloud Storage Services For 
Apple Users 
Access all your stuff, anywhere, anytime. 

By Jason Cross  

These days, if you want to really make the best use of your 
laptops, tablets, and phones, you need a cloud storage service. 
The concept of storing files in the cloud may have started as a 
way for consumers to back up their data in case of disaster, but 
today’s best services offer so much more. 

A good cloud storage solution backs up your important 
documents, photos, and videos, but it also helps keep all your 
devices in sync. It’s a great way to make sure your laptop, phone, 
and tablet all have instant access to all your digital content. Plus, 
you can access and edit documents from a web browser and 
easily share files and folders with others. 

If you use Apple products—whether that’s just a single iPhone or 
you’re all-in with tons of Apple gear—we think these are the best 
cloud storage solutions to subscribe to. 

[ Further reading: The best TV streaming services ] 

Best cloud storage overall: Google One/Drive 
This gets a little confusing. Google offers upgrades to its cloud 
storage, currently just called Google Drive (though the storage 
space is used for lots of Google products). Over the course of 
2018, Google will transition that storage subscription to a new 
service named Google One, but the Google Drive app, used for 
managing your files, will remain. So, Google One will be the 
service, while Google Drive will be one of several products that 
taps into it, along with Google Photos, Gmail, Google Docs, and 
more. 


Google Photos is fast, smart, and maybe a better place to back 
up all your digital memories than Apple’s Photos app. 

For now, your free Google account gets you 15GB of Google 
Drive space. You can boost that to 100GB for $1.99 a month or 
1TB for $9.99, and there are even bigger plans available for real 
data hogs. When Google One launches, the $9.99 tier will double 
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to 2TB and Google will add a new 200GB/$2.99 tier. If you have a 
paid Google Drive plan today, you’ll automatically be switched 
over to Google One. 

Google’s cloud service simply does a lot of things very well. The 
Google Photos app is better then Apple’s in a lot of ways and the 
web experience is way better. It’s a great place to back up your 
photos and videos. Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides have 
earned a great reputation as reliable, fast, and easy-to-use web-
based collaborative productivity solutions and the iOS apps even 
support split-screen multitasking on iPad. Google Drive provides 
access to all your stuff via web, and the app integrates very well 
with the iOS share menu.  

For your Mac or Windows PC, Backup and Sync  is fantastic. It 
integrates your Google Drive into Finder or Explorer, keeps it in 
sync across devices, and can even back up your Documents, 
Desktop, Pictures (including your Photos library), or other folders 
of your choosing. 

It may feel strange choosing Google as your primary cloud 
storage solution when you use Apple products, but it really does 
work wonderfully. It’s a no-brainer if you regularly use a Windows 
PC or want to access your files from the web, and the price is 
reasonable.


Best cloud storage if all your gear is Apple: iCloud 
Because it integrates so seamlessly with all of Apple’s products 
and services, iCloud really is the best cloud storage solution for 
someone who is all-in with Apple. And I do mean all-in: All your 
computers are Macs, your mobile devices are iOS, you work in 
Apple’s productivity software (Pages, Numbers, Notes), and so 
on.  

Apple has a full suite of web apps, but they’re not as robust or 
performant as Google’s. 

Frustratingly, Apple only provides a paltry 5GB of free iCloud 
storage, which isn’t so bad if all you want to do is store some 
Pages and Numbers documents, but is grossly inadequate for 
photos and videos. 5GB probably doesn’t even give you enough 
cloud storage to back up your iPhone, let alone an iPhone and 
iPad. Apple should stop counting iOS backups against your 
iCloud storage limits. 

The main benefit of paying for more iCloud storage is that nearly 
all of Apple’s apps can seamlessly sync through it. Photos, 
productivity apps, Mail, Calendar, and anything you drop into 
your iCloud Drive folder in Finder on a Mac are immediately 
available across your whole Apple ecosystem. A significant 
number of iOS apps optionally back up and sync through iCloud, 
too. 

If you rely on non-Mac computers or non-iOS mobile devices 
from time to time, you’ll find iCloud’s limitations frustrating. Apple 
provides a full suite of web apps at iCloud.com, but they’re sort 
of mediocre. Apple provides an iCloud Windows app that syncs 
data and integrates your iCloud mail with common Windows 
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apps like Outlook, but there are no native apps for Windows or 
Android. If you want to edit a Pages document, you have to use 
the web interface.  

Best cloud storage for business: Microsoft OneDrive 
Microsoft OneDrive? For Apple users? Yeah! You’d be surprised 
how well Microsoft’s products work with iOS devices and Macs. 

OneDrive gives you 5GB for free, the same as iCloud. There’s a 
$1.99 per month subscription that nets you 50GB of storage, but 
that’s not really a good deal. Where OneDrive really shines is in 
its $9.99 per month (or $99.99 per year) level. This gives you 1TB 
of cloud storage for up to 5 users. That’s 1TB per user, not 
shared! Each user also gets Office 365 Home, with full versions 
of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and OneNote, and you can 
install them on up to five computers, five tablets, and five 
smartphones. 


OneDrive on its own is just okay, but the $9.99/month tier is an 
Office 365 family plan with tons of storage space. 

It’s a good deal if you’ve got a family full of people with different 
devices. OneDrive, and all those Office apps, work on Windows 
(of course), Mac, iOS, and Android. Most importantly, Office apps 
are actually quite good on iOS and Mac. OneDrive syncs neatly 
across devices and works well on the Mac, integrating neatly into 
Finder. The iOS apps support iPad multitasking, and you even 
get Apple Watch apps for OneNote and Outlook. 

Microsoft’s web-based apps are quite robust, too. So if you need 
to make some quick edits from a computer without Word or 
Excel installed, or just want to use a web-based email portal, you 
won’t get a half-baked experience.


If there’s a weak spot with OneDrive, it’s photos and videos. Yes, 
the OneDrive iOS app can automatically back up photos and 
videos from your iPhone or iPad (and OneNote has an awesome 
document scanner built-in), but the photo album experience 
online is lackluster and there’s no dedicated photo browser/
editor app. 

We still think Google provides a better overall cloud solution for 
most users, especially since you get three times as much free 
storage and double the storage at the $1.99/month level. But if 
you frequently use Microsoft’s productivity software, and 
especially if you have an iPhone or iPad but use a Windows 10 
PC, you should give OneDrive a closer look. 

Price comparison 
Which cloud storage option you choose can depend largely on 
how much you’re willing to pay. If you want free space, Google 
crushes the competition with a generous 15GB. The 100GB for 
$1.99 level is a good deal for most people and doubles the 
capacity Microsoft gives you with OneDrive. 

Apple’s iCloud gives you 200GB for $2.99, which is the minimum 
you’re going to have to spend if you plan to back up iOS devices 
to the cloud along with photos and videos. Google will add a tier 
to match this capacity and price when it transitions to Google 
One. 

If you want to spend ten bucks a month, you’ll get 2TB from 
either Google or Apple, but Microsoft will give you five accounts 
with 1TB each. That’s a sweet deal.  

* Google currently offers no $2.99/200GB tier, and the $9.99 tier 
is 1TB. This chart reflects the upgrade to Google One coming 
throughout 2018. 
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What about Dropbox? Well, it’s hard to recommend for most 
users. A free account nets you a paltry 2GB, and the only paid 
option is a $9.99 per month 1TB plan. Dropbox does a good job 
of syncing folders on computers and mobile devices, but that’s 
not enough anymore—the competition does a great job of that, 
too. Editing and creating productivity documents is done through 
Dropbox’s all-in-one Paper app, which is just okay.  

Dropbox will back up your photos and videos if you want, but the 
photo management experience is lackluster. Dropbox was the 
go-to cloud storage and sync service eight years ago, but has 
since been surpassed by more robust, flexible, and affordable 
offerings from its competitors.How to better manage your iCloud 
file storage.  

Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com on 
October 12 2017. tinyurl.com/y8jestgy.. © IDG Consumer & SMB. 
He is a Senior Contributor to Macworld and others. He appears 
regularly on public radio to discuss the tech industry. 

How To Better Manage Your iCloud File 
Storage 
By Glenn Fleishman 

Apple's iCloud is handy in that it lets you have access to 
your files on multiple devices that have internet access. 
But what's actually stored in iCloud isn't that obvious to 
the user. 
This seems to be the case for Macworld reader Izabella. 
She asks why iCloud isn’t reducing storage on her 
MacBook more than it is. She sees iCloud storage on her 
computer taking up 80GB of storage but says she’s 
paying for 200GB of iCloud storage. “I want to use this 
space for other things,” she notes. 
iCloud doesn’t necessarily save you storage, as confusing 
as that is, because it’s a mix of synchronization and 
cloud-based storage options. 
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[ Further reading: The best TV streaming services ] 

• iCloud Photo Library syncs all your photos and 
videos, but unless you set Photos (in Photos > 
Preferences > iCloud to Optimize Mac Storage), the 
full-resolution file for each piece of media remains 
on your Mac. Check that box, and you could save 
80 to 90 percent of a library’s size. 

• iCloud Music Library also syncs music, but lets you 
keep local files unless you take action. You can 
select songs or albums and Control-click to select 
Remove Download, which deletes locally stored 
files and leaves the backups in iCloud. (Be sure you 
have a backup of your music files before you do 
this! Things can go wrong.) If you want to know 
which songs are only in the cloud, create a Smart 
Playlist with the criteria Location Is Not On This 
Computer. 

• iCloud Drive is always synced: a copy is always on 
your computer and in iCloud for everything listed 
except for the next item! 

• Desktop & Documents is an option (introduced in 
macOS 10.12 Sierra) to shift and sync less-used 
files from those two Home folder locations to the 
cloud, and only download them locally as needed. 
You can access that option via  > About This Mac 
> Storage and click Manage (or via Applications/
Utilities/System Information, and choose Window > 
Storage Management), and then click Store in 
iCloud. You want a high-speed broadband 
connection for the times you need macOS to 
retrieve those files. 

• iTunes purchases. Also in the storage manage tab 
of System Information, you can opt to delete what 
can turn out to be gigabytes of downloaded media 
that remains available for retrieval or streaming on 
demand from the iTunes Store. 

Making a few changes could free up tens to hundreds of 
gigabytes of storage, depending on the amount of media 
and kinds of documents you store on your Mac.


 

You can dump gigabytes of locally stored files on your Mac by 
using System Information’s storage recommendations.  

A warning, though: you’re relying on iCloud and Apple to 
keep all that data safe for you. I’d rather have more 
storage on my computer, keep all the iCloud items copied 
from and to my main Mac, and separately clone and 
archive all those files myself in addition to iCloud. 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Brian X. Chen posted the following article to nytimes.com on May 
16, 2018. tinyurl.com/p2uata7. © The New York Times Company. 
He is the lead consumer technology reporter at The New York 
Times, and has been a technology commentator on a number of 
radio and television programs. 

Google’s File On Me Was Huge. Here’s 
Why It Wasn’t As Creepy As My 
Facebook Data. 
By Brian X. Chen 
Google has far more data 
about us than Facebook. Yet 
unlike Mark Zuckerberg’s social 
networking empire, which has 
been under fire for improperly 
leaking user data, Google has 
sidestepped controversy.  
You may wonder: Why is that? 
After all, we turn to Google for 
not only our internet searches 
but a lso for our emai ls , 
calendaring, maps, photo 
uploads, video streaming, 
mob i le phones and web 
browsers. That’s far more 
pervasive than the baby photos 
and comments that we post on Facebook. 
To help get an answer, I downloaded a copy of all of the 
information that Google has on me. Then I compared the trove to 
all the data that I already knew Facebook had obtained on me.  
What I found was that my Google data archive was much larger 
than my Facebook file — about 12 times larger, in fact — but it 
was also packed with fewer unpleasant surprises. 

Most of what I saw in my Google file was information I already 
knew I had put in there, like my photos, documents and Google 
emails, while my Facebook data contained a list of 500 
advertisers with my contact information and a permanent record 
of friends I thought I had “deleted” years ago, among other 
shockers. 
Whenever I was perturbed by parts of my Google data, like a 
record of the Android apps I had opened over the past several 
years, I was relieved to find out I could delete the data. In 
contrast, when I downloaded my Facebook data, I found that a 
lot of what I saw could not be purged. 
Aaron Stein, a Google spokesman, said the company had spent 
many years developing tools for people to download their 
information. 
“It should be easy for people to understand and control their 
Google data,” he said. “We encourage everyone to use these 
tools so they can make the privacy choices that are right for 
them.” 

That’s not to say that we should be complacent. Tech companies 
like Google and Facebook have an incredible amount of power 
over us that only increases with the more that they know. So 
downloading and analyzing your Google data, and determining 
what information you want to keep around or delete, is an 
exercise I highly recommend. Here’s how I did it — and what I 
learned.


Wading Through Google Takeout 
The tool for downloading your Google data is called Takeout, 
which was released in 2008. Go to google.com/takeout and 
select the information you want to download. You can choose 
everything or home in on certain things, like your location history 
from Google Maps, your email conversations in Gmail, your 
viewing history on YouTube and photos you have uploaded into 
Google Photos.  
If you download your whole archive, your file will probably be 
enormous. Mine was eight gigabytes, enough to hold about 
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2,000 hours of music. After I requested my archive, it took 
Google about half a day to send an email with links to download 
my files. 

Here’s what jumped out to me: 
• The most noteworthy folder is labeled My Activity, which is an 
overview of what you have done on Google’s products, including 
Android, Google Maps and Google News. 
Inside My Activity is a subfolder labeled Ads. This record 
contained a history of many websites I had visited, including 
those I had reached without the help of Google.com. Even sites I 
opened through Twitter or links I clicked on through a text 
message were recorded in the Ads folder. 
What gives? Google said that many web articles load 
advertisements served through its ad network, and when you 
visit sites loading Google ads, you are contributing to an 
advertisement-related profile that Google is building about you. 
That’s why it’s logged in the My Activity folder. 
In my conversations with Google, the company argued that it 
was better to be transparent about the information being 
collected as opposed to not showing it at all.

Brian Fitzpatrick, the former Google manager who led the team 
that created Takeout, put it another way. “Companies are 
gathering this data about you,” he said. “This is just an honest 
way to look at it.” 

My take: It is helpful to see that this data is collected. But it 
should be labeled precisely — like “Pages We Know You Visited” 
— so people can find this data more easily and decide whether 
to delete it. 
• A subfolder labeled Android contained a detailed history of the 
Android apps I had opened over the past three years, including 
the time and date I had launched each app. For example, my log 
showed I opened the Instagram app in March, the Gmail app in 
December 2015 and the Google Play Music app in January 2016. 

Google uses this information for a feature called app 
suggestions. The company studies which apps you use, and how 
often and when you open them, to recommend apps you might 
want to use throughout the day. For example, if you regularly 
open Instagram during your lunch break, Google will show a 
shortcut for the Instagram app at around 12:30 p.m. in a list of 
suggested apps.  
That is a thoughtful feature, but it gave me pause. That level of 
logging is almost as creepy as a company monitoring all of my 
keystrokes. Also, retaining this app data for several years feels 
like an unnecessarily long time. I ultimately opted to turn app 
suggestions off.  
• Many files in my archive were odd formats that were not easy to 
open or read. For example, some files included the 
extension .JSON. My Google Maps location history was stored in 
a .JSON file, and it displayed an unintelligible list of GPS 
coordinates and time stamps. 
Google explained that Takeout was designed for people to be 
able to easily remove their data from Google and use it 
elsewhere. Files like those with the .JSON extension are common 
formats designed to be machine readable so that other programs 
and tools can make use of the data, according to Google.

That makes sense — but our data should be readable by us, too. 

Deleting Objectionable Data 
After poring through your Google file, ask yourself what personal 
data you are uncomfortable with having the company keep. 
Everybody is going to have a different answer. 

For me, I was troubled by Google keeping a history of websites I 
had visited even when I wasn’t using Google products. I also 
found the company’s log of my Android apps usage overly 
intrusive. 

Once you have determined that, then you can delete the data. 
The place to start is the My Activity tool, located at 
myactivity.google.com.  
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I opted to purge the entire history for Ads, where my web-
browsing activity was being tracked even when I was not using 
Google products. I also deleted all my Android data. Once I got 
going, I also deleted my history of requests made to Google’s 
voice assistant and the web-browsing histories for sites I visited 
through Google News and Google Chrome. 
But that all raises a larger question. What does it mean to delete 
something from Google? Is it just hidden from plain sight or 
actually expunged? 

A Google spokesman referred me to a webpage summarizing the 
company’s data retention policy, which says different types of 
data are held onto for different periods of time until it is removed 
from Google’s servers or “retained in an anonymized form.”  

In other words, some of the data you eliminate will actually be 
deleted eventually, and some will not. 
That may not offer much solace. But short of ceasing to use the 
web entirely, occasionally purging parts of your account data, 
much like you would do with unwanted junk in your home, is the 
best you can do. 
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SPEAKER ROSTER FOR 
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS 

January 13	 	 Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
	 	 	 Show & Tell, & Election of Officers

February 10 	 	 Bob Barton – Drones and Their Future

March 10 	 	 Stan Horwitz – The Basics of Social Media

April 14	 	 Dave Hamilton - Running your Mac Lean, 

	 	 	 Clean and Mean.

May 12 	 	 Mike Inskeep, Bob Barton, Mark Bazrod 

June 9 	 	 Picnic

July	 	 	 Recess - Summer

August	 	 Recess - Summer

September 8 	 Joe Kissel - TBD

October 13 	 	 Joe Myshko - TBD

November 10 	 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD

December 18 	 Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’


SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS 
May 12 Mike Inskeep - Recent Developments in

	 Security and Privacy; Bob Barton - Run Multiple

	  MacOS by Partitioning Your Hard Drive; Mark Bazrod - 

	  Facebook & What You Can Do. 
June 9	 	 Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29, 

	 East Whiteland

September 8 	 Joe Kissel - Author and owner of the 

	 Take Control Book series.

October 13 	 	 Joe Myshko - Has designed numerous 

	 Internet Gateways for Fortune 500 Companies. His skills

	 include Internet security and especially securing

	 Internet application layer protocols.

November 10 	 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert

	 on Apple products and software. Has written or co-

	 written 74 popular computer books. Known for his 

	 trademark humorous style and unerring ability to

	 translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice for 

	 regular folks.

December 8 Pot Luck Buffet, Swap and Sell Meet, 
Member's Show and Tell, and Election of Officers for 2019  

An opportunity to enjoy friends, good food, and to swap
or sell our Mac and iDevice treasures. A "Show and Tell”
session called will allow members 5, 10, or 15 minutes
to present a topic.

https://policies.google.com/technologies/retention
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 Sam Costello posted the following article to lifewire.com on April 
16, 2018. tinyurl.com/ohj5gol. © About.com. He is a consultant 
and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support 
since the Mac Plus. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, 
and product reviews. 

iPhone X Home Button Basics  
No home button? You can still do what you need to without it 

By Sam Costello  
Perhaps the biggest change Apple introduced with its 
groundbreaking iPhone X was the removal of the Home button. 
Since the iPhone's debut, the Home button had been the only 
button on the front of the phone. It was also the most important 
button, since it was used to return to the Home screen, to access 
multitasking, to take screenshots, and much more.


You can still do all of those things on the iPhone X, but how you 
do them is different. Pressing a button has been replaced by a 
set of new gestures that trigger those familiar functions. Read on 
to learn all of the gestures that replaced the Home button on the 
iPhone X.


01 How to Unlock the iPhone X  
Waking the iPhone X from sleep, also known 
as unlocking the phone (not to be confused 
with unlocking it from a phone company), is 
still very simple. Just pick up the phone and 
swipe up from the bottom of the screen.


What happens next depends on your 
security settings. If you don't have a 
passcode, you'll go right to the Home 
screen. If you do have a passcode, Face ID 
may recognize your face and take you to the 
Home screen. Or, if you have a passcode but 
don't use Face ID, you'll need to enter your 
code. No matter your settings, unlocking just 
takes a simple swipe. 


02 How to Return to the Home Screen on iPhone X  
With a physical Home button, returning 
to the Home screen from any app just 
required pushing a button. Even without 
that button, though, returning to the 
Home screen is pretty simple.


Just swipe up a very short distance from 
the bottom of the screen. A longer swipe 
does something else (check the next 
item for more on that), but a quick little 
flick will take you out of any app and 
back to the Home screen.   
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03 How to Open the iPhone X Multitasking View  
On earlier iPhones, double-clicking the 
Home button brought up a multitasking 
view that let you see all open apps, quickly 
switch to new apps, and easily quit apps 
that are running. 


That same view is still available on the 
iPhone X, but you access it differently. 
Swipe up from the bottom to about a third 
of the way up the screen. This is a little 
tricky at first because it's similar to the 
shorter swipe that takes you to the Home 
screen. When you get to the right place on 
the screen, the iPhone will vibrate and other 
apps will appear at the left. 


04 Switching Apps Without Opening Multitasking on 
iPhone X  
Here's an instance in which removing the 
Home button actually introduces an entirely 
new feature that doesn't exist on other 
models. Instead of having to open the 
multitasking view from the last item to change 
apps, you can switch to a new app with just a 
simple swipe.


At the bottom corners of the screen, about 
level with the line at the bottom, swipe left or 
right. Doing that will jump you into the next or 
previous app from the multitasking view—a 
much faster way to move.  


05 Using Reachability on iPhone X  
With ever-bigger screens on iPhones, it can 
be hard to reach things that are far from 
your thumb. The Reachability feature, 
which was first introduced on the iPhone 6 
series, solves that. A quick double-tap of 
the Home button bring the top of the 
screen down so it's easier to reach.


On the iPhone X, Reachability is still an 
option, though it's disabled by default (turn 
it on by going to  Settings -> General -> 
Accessibility -> Reachability). If it's on, 
you can  access the feature by swiping 
down on the screen near the line at the 
bottom. That can be a little hard to master, 
so you can also swipe up and down very 
quickly from the same location. 


06 New Ways to Do Old Tasks: Siri, Apple Pay, and 
More  
There are tons of other common iPhone 
features that use the Home button. Here's 
how to perform some of the most common 
ones on the iPhone X:


• Take Screenshots: Click the Side 
and volume up buttons at the same 
time.


• Turn Off/Restart : Press and 
hold  the Side and volume up 
buttons at the same time. 


• Activate Siri: Press and hold the 
Side button.


• Confirm Apple Pay and iTunes/App 
Store Purchases: Use Face ID.
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07 So Where Is Control Center?  
 


If you really know your iPhone, you 
may be wondering about Control 
Center. This handy set of tools and 
shortcuts is accessed by swiping up 
from the bottom of the screen on 
other models. Since swiping around 
the bottom of the screen does so 
many other things on the iPhone X, 
Control Center is elsewhere on this 
model. 


To access it, swipe down from the top 
right side of the screen (to the right of 
the notch), and Control Center 
appears. Tap or swipe the screen 
again to dismiss it when you're done.  


08 Still Really Want a Home Button? Add One Using 
Software  
Still wish your iPhone X had a Home button? Well, you can't get 
a hardware button, but there is a way to get one using software.


The AssistiveTouch feature adds an onscreen Home button for 
people with physical issues that prevent them from easily clicking 
the Home button (or for those with broken Home buttons). 
Anyone can turn it on and use that same software button.


To enable AssistiveTouch:


• Tap Settings.


• Tap General.


• Tap Accessibility.


• Tap AssistiveTouch.


• Move the AssistiveTouch slider to on/green and a button 
appears on the screen that can perform some of the 
Home button's tasks.
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Andrew Orr posted the following article to macobserver.com on 
July 3, 2018. tinyurl.com/yaezpfzf © The Mac Observer, Inc. 
Andrew is a freelance writer & amateur photographer.


A Glimpse Into iOS 12 Books And File 
Management 
By Andrew Orr 
iOS 12 Books is a complete makeover of iBooks, under the new 
name Apple Books. Books doesn’t just have a pretty look 
though, there are improvements that make it a better file 
management tool.[What’s the Best Method to Manage PDFs on 
Apple Devices?] 

PDFs 
Back in April, I wrote an article where I explored the best way to 
manage PDFs on Apple devices. The system I chose was to 
create a folder hierarchy in iCloud Drive. At the time, I didn’t want 
to use iBooks because of the limited sharing when it came to 
PDFs.


� 


With iOS 12 Books though, I can cross “better PDF 
management” off of my wish list. Finally, when you share a PDF 
from Apple Books, you have access to the entire share sheet. 
Before you could only use Mail or Print to share it. Another new 
feature is that PDFs are now synced through iCloud Drive in 
Books. I’m not sure how that’s different than it was before 
though. You still have to upload PDFs into the app, instead of 
Books displaying whatever PDFs there are in iCloud Drive. 

Recommendations 
Another wish list item I crossed off was “better book 
recommendations.” Similar to Apple News and Apple Music, you 
can now Love and Dislike books you’ve read. Of course, this only 
works with books you’ve purchased in the Book Store, and not 
books you’ve uploaded.In the new Reading Now tab, you first 
see the current book you’re reading, with a percentage of how 
much you’ve read. Next is your Want to Read section, which is a 
handy way to keep track of books you plan to read next. After 
that is a For You section, and this is where Apple gives you 
recommendations based on books you purchase or love. 

Collections 
In the Library tab, you’ll see a Collections item at the top. Tap it 
and it brings you to the Collections screen. Here you’ll see the 
Want to Read list, Finished list, Books, Audiobooks, PDFs, and 
Downloaded files. You can also create your own collection, in 
case you want to sort books by genre or favorites.
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  If you upload eBooks like I do, you’ll probably make use of 
custom collections to organize your files better. A small detail 
that was added is the ability to rename books that you upload. 
You have to rename them one at a time, but it’s another 
organizational tool you can use. You can automatically sort your 
books by Recent, Title, Author, or Manually.Right now the Books 
app in the macOS Mojave public beta hasn’t changed. I’m 
hoping however that it will eventually be changed in newer 
versions to match the iOS app. In any case, the changes to iOS 
12 Books are welcome. I also like how books are displayed 
differently too. They look more like a traditional book, with each 
book cover having a crease on the spine and shadows to give it 
a 3D appearance. This works on books you upload too.And you 
know what? The serif font of the San Francisco typeface that 
Apple uses for the books app has grown on me. Considering the 
traditional nature of serif typefaces in paper publishing, the font 
choice and book cover appearance that Apple uses can be 
considered an homage to publishing.[Apple Teased More 
Information on Apple Books in iOS 12] 

Sam Costello posted the following article to lifewire.com on June 
06, 2018.tinyurl.com/yatuaaph. © About.com. 

How To Get Into And Out Of iPhone 
Recovery Mode 
If a problem won't resolve with your iOS device, try these tips 

By Sam Costello  

Many problems with the iPhone can be resolved by restarting it, 
but some more complex problems require putting the iPhone into 
recovery mode. This shouldn't be your first troubleshooting step, 
but sometimes it's the only one that works. 


NOTE: This article mostly refers to the iPhone but it applies to all 
iOS devices. 


When to Use Recovery Mode 
You should use iPhone recovery mode when you:


Install an iOS update and your device gets stuck in a continuous 
restart loop. This happens when something goes wrong with the 
update or when your battery is extremely low during that 
installation 
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Update the operating system or restore the device from backup 
but the process fails and iTunes no longer sees the device when 
you connect it 


Upgrade from a beta version of the iOS and there's a bug  


See the Apple logo or Connect to iTunes icon onscreen for a few 
minutes with no change.


Restoring your iPhone using recovery mode deletes all data on 
the device. Ideally, you've got a recent backup of your data in 
iCloud or in iTunes. If not, you may end up losing the data 
between your last backup and now. 


How to Put an iPhone In Recovery Mode 
To put an iPhone into recovery mode: 


1. Turn your iPhone off by holding down the sleep/wake 
button (on the right side on iPhone 6 and up, on the top 
corner on all other iPhones). Hold until the slider appears 
at the top and then swipe the slider. If your phone doesn't 
respond, hold the sleep/wake button and  the Home 
button together until the screen goes dark (on an iPhone 7 
series, hold volume down instead of Home) 


2. Connect your iPhone to your computer. If you don't have a 
computer, you'll need to go to the Apple Store or borrow 
one.


3. Perform a hard reset on the phone. Do this by holding 
down the sleep/wake button and the Home button at the 
same time (again, on iPhone 7 use volume down). 
Continue holding for at least 10 seconds. If the Apple logo 
appears on the screen, keep holding. 


4. Let go of the buttons when the Connect to iTunes screen 
appears (it's the image of the cable and iTunes icon shown 
at the top of this article).  The phone is now in recovery 
mode.


5. A window pops up in iTunes offering to let you Update or 
Restore the phone. Click Update. This tries to resolve the 
problem without erasing your data. 


6. If Update fails, put your iPhone into recovery mode again 
and this time click Restore.


How to Restore iPhone 
If you need to restore your iPhone, you can choose to restore it 
to its factory state or from a recent backup of your data. For 
instructions on how to do this on your iPod touch, check out this 
tutorial. 


How to Get Out of iPhone Recovery Mode 
If restoring the iPhone succeeds, your phone will exit recovery 
mode when it restarts.


You can also exit recovery mode before restoring your phone (if 
your device was working properly before. If not, recovery mode is 
still your best option). To do that:


1. Unplug the device from the USB cable. 


2. Hold down the sleep/wake button until the iPhone turns 
off, then let it go.


3. Hold it down again until the Apple logo reappears.


4. Let go of the button and the device will start up.


If Recovery Mode Doesn't Work 
If putting your iPhone into recovery mode doesn't solve your 
problem, the problem may be more serious than you can fix on 
your own. In that case, you should make an appointment at the 
Genius Bar of your nearest Apple Store to get help. 
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to lifewire.com on July 
23, 2018. tinyurl.com/y6wa988q. © About.Inc. He has been 
writing, programming and following technology since back in the 
Commodore Vic 20 days. 

How To Turn Off The iPad's Zoom 
Feature 

By Daniel Nations  
The iPad's accessibility features include the ability to zoom into 
the iPad's screen for those with poor or failing vision. It can also 
display a movable magnifying glass that can help those with poor 
vision read small text. Unfortunately, it can also cause some 
confusion for those who accidentally trip this feature on without 
meaning to do so. Luckily, it is easy to configure the iPad to keep 
this feature disabled for those who do not need it.  


1. First, we need to go into the iPad's Settings. If you are 
unfamiliar with getting into the iPad's settings, you can do 
so by tapping the icon that looks like gears. It can be a 
good idea to make sure this icon is on your iPad's dock if 
you haven't already done so. (Help on Opening the iPad's 
Settings) 


2. Next, choose the General settings. This about midway 
down the screen just under Picture Frame. 


3. In the General settings, you'll need to scroll down a little 
bit until you see Accessibility near the bottom. Tapping it 
will give you the different accessibility settings. 


4. Check to the right of where it says Zoom. If this feature is 
on, you can tap it to get to a screen that allows you to turn 
it off. (If your iPad is currently zoomed in, turning this 
feature off will zoom it back out.) 


Don't Forget to Turn Off the Accessibility Shortcut 
One common way people accidentally engage the zoom feature 
is by triple-clicking the home button. You can configure and/or 
turn off the triple-click within the accessibility  settings by 
scrolling to the bottom of the settings and tapping Accessibility 
Shortcut. 


This screen will present a number of options for the triple-click. 
Tap the feature with a check mark next to it to turn off 
the Accessibility Shortcut.
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JH Rogers posted the following article to ipadInsight.com on 
August 14, 2017. tinyurl.com/y7dtwsw2. © iPad Insight. He is a 
confessed gadget hound for year and writes for AppleAtTheCore, 
iPadInsight, and iPhoneInsight


Lightning Not Striking? 




By JH Rogers 
I share this tip this week because, for the third year in a row, I 
find myself having the same problem. It seems that the Lightning 
Port of the iPhones 6, 6S and 7 all have a particular attraction to 
lint. Since I wear jeans to work most days and keep my phone in 
my front pocket, this lint build-up is inevitable and always seems 
to pop up right about now. However, it is easily remedied if you 
know what to look for.


The best way I can describe when the buildup gets to the point 
of being a problem is the port feeling “mushy” when you plug 
your Lightning Cable in. It will no longer seat particularly well. 
The connector can move around, and eventually will start 
breaking free if you move it at all when charging. If you let it go 
long enough, you will start to see charging cut out even when 
your Lightning Cable looks like it is properly seated. 

This first time I has this issue was with my iPhone 6 Plus, right 
about this same time of year. Since I was busy with work and 
hadn’t seen this issue before then, I put off doing anything about 
it for a while. By late that August, charging my phone was 

becoming a real challenge. I was convinced that the Lightning 
Port was faulty, so I made a Genius Appointment and finally took 
my 6 Plus to my local Apple Store. 

The Genius took a quick look at my phone and asked me a 
couple of questions. Then he powered it off, smiled, and said he 
would be right back. When he came back, he showed me a 
small, but dense clump of lint that he had gotten out of the port. 
This came as a big surprise to me, as I was expecting to have to 
get a warranty exchange for a new device. Instead, I got to take 
mine home and keep using it for the few weeks remaining before 
the release of the 6S Plus. 

Around a year ago, I started noticing the same problem with my 
6S Plus. This time I knew exactly what was wrong, so I 
proactively made my Genius appointment as soon as I noticed 
the Lightning Cable connection degrading. As soon as told the 
Genius what I thought was happening, he nodded and said, 
“Yep. I see this all the time.” He had the port cleaned and me out 
the door in no time. 

I went back to the Apple Store last year in the interest of making 
sure I didn’t damage my device. I didn’t have to pay either time I 
took it to them to get lint cleaned out, and in the unlikely event 
that the Genius had made a mistake and damaged my phone, I 
think Apple would have covered me. So, if you are having this 
issue and live near an Apple Store, I would personally suggest 
taking the easy way out and setting up an appointment to have a 
Genius clean your Lightning Port out for you. 

If you are feeling adventurous, taking care of this yourself isn’t 
rocket science. It just takes a little patience and care. And the 
right tool. First off, you should power your phone down. You 
stand less chance of damaging the Lightning Port if voltage isn’t 
present, and you stand a better chance of that if the phone is off. 

Second, you need the right tool. I would avoid metal and wood 
items if at all possible. Even with the phone off, voltage can still 
be present with a charged battery. A metal tool can cause a short 
and damage your port if you aren’t careful. A wood implement, 
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such as a toothpick, can break off and splinter inside your device 
if you aren’t careful. 

My choice of tool was a plastic toothpick, which came out of the 
end of a small Swiss Army Knife. Breaking off a piece of a plastic 
fork (using the opposite end from the break, of course) might do 
just as well, if it is long and thin enough and isn’t too sharp. The 
plastic toothpick was able to reach all areas of the port, and was 
flexible and soft enough to not do any damage. It is the perfect 
tool for extracting lint, in my humble opinion. Now my Lightning 
Port is clear, and my Lightning Cable is properly seated and 
connected again. 

Daniel Nations posted the following article to lifewire.com on 
March 07, 2018. tinyurl.com/yatbp2t9 © About.Inc. 

Spotlight Search: What Is It? And How 
Do You Use It? 
Stop Wasting Time Searching for an App or Song on Your iPad 

By Daniel Nations  

Spotlight Search may be the most underused feature on the iPad 
or iPhone. Instead of hunting through page after page of apps, 
you can use the iPad's search feature to find the app for you. 
Because the search results update with each letter you type, you 
may only have to tap a few letters to bring the app to the top of 
the screen. Spotlight Search is about more than just launching 
apps, though. It searches your entire iOS device including your 
movie collection, music, contacts, and email.


Spotlight Search also searches outside  your iPad.   It brings in 
results from the web and the App Store, so if you are searching 
for an app that you deleted, it shows the App Store listing for that 
app. If you are hungry, you can type "Chinese" to  bring up 
nearby Chinese restaurants.  Spotlight Search can also bring up 
information from Wikipedia and search results from Google.   


How to Open the Spotlight Search Screen 
To open Spotlight Search, you must be on the Home screen, not 
in an app. The Home screen is the screen full of app icons used 
to launch apps. If you have an app launched, you can get to the 
Home screen by clicking the Home button  below your iPad 
screen or by flicking up from the bottom of the screen on iOS 
devices that don't have a physical Home button. 


Spotlight Search is revealed when you swipe from left to 
right with your finger on the first page of the Home screen. If you 
run iOS 9 or earlier, swipe from the top down to open the search 
screen.


The Spotlight Search screen that you see has a search bar at the 
top. It may also have other contents until you use it for a search, 
such as Siri App Suggestions, Weather, Calendar events and 
many other options, all of which can be activated or deactivated 
in Settings > Siri & Search. 


How to Use Spotlight Search  
One handy feature of Spotlight Search is the ability to launch an 
app quickly. If you've had your iPad for a while, you've probably 
filled it up with all kinds of great apps. You can organize these 
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apps into folders, but even with folders, you may find yourself 
hunting for the right app.   Spotlight Search lets you quickly 
search your entire iPad for the app. Simply open the Spotlight 
Search screen and start typing the app's name in the search 
field. The app icon quickly appears on the screen. Just tap it. It's 
much faster than hunting through screen after screen. 


Are you feeling a binge-watch session coming on?  When you 
Spotlight Search a TV show, the results  show you which 
episodes are available on Netflix, Hulu, or iTunes. You'll also find 
cast lists, games, webpages and other results related to the 
specific show you choose.


If you have a large music collection, Spotlight Search can be your 
best friend. Instead of opening the music app and scrolling 
through a lengthy  list for a particular song or artist, open 
Spotlight Search and start typing in the name of the song or 
band.  The search results quickly narrow, and tapping the name 
launches the song in the Music app.


The ability to search nearby locations isn't limited to just 
restaurants.  If you type gas, in the search field, you get a list of 
nearby gas stations with distance and driving directions. 


You can search for anything on your iPad including movies, 
contacts, and email messages. Spotlight Search can also search 
inside apps, so you might see results from recipe app or a phrase 
saved in Notes or the Pages word processor. 


Sam Costello posted the following article to lifewire.com on June 
28, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8k85cbj. © about.com.


My iPhone Icons Are Large: What's 
Happening?  

By Sam Costello  
One of the weirdest problems you can run into on the iPhone is 
when the iPhone's screen is zoomed in and its icons are too 
large. In that situation, everything looks huge and app icons fill 
the entire screen, making it hard or even impossible to see the 
rest of your apps. To make matters worse, pressing the Home 
button doesn't help. This isn't as bad as it may seem, though. 
Fixing an iPhone with a zoomed-in screen is actually pretty easy.


The Cause of a Zoomed-In iPhone Screen and Huge 
Icons  
When the iPhone's screen is magnified, it's almost always a 
result of someone accidentally turning on the iPhone's Zoom 
feature. This is an accessibility feature designed to help people 
with eyesight problems enlarge items on the screen so they can 
see them better. When it's turned on by mistake for someone 
with no issues with their eyesight, though, it causes problems.
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How to Zoom Out to Normal Size on iPhone  
To unzoom your device and return your icons to normal size, hold 
three fingers together and double tap the screen with all three 
fingers at once. This will bring you back to the normal size icons 
you're used to seeing.


How to Turn Off Screen Zoom on iPhone  
To prevent screen zoom from being accidentally turned on again, 
you need to turn off the feature. To do so, follow these steps:

1. Begin by tapping the Settings app to open it.

2. Scroll down to General and tap that.

3. Tap Accessibility.

4. On that screen, tap Zoom.

5. On the Zoom screen, slide the Zoom slider to Off (in iOS 6 

or earlier) or move the slider to white (in iOS 7 or higher).


How to Turn Off Zoom in iTunes  
If you're unable to turn off magnification directly on your iPhone, 
you can also disable the setting using iTunes. To do that:


1.Sync your iPhone to your computer.

2.Click the iPhone icon in the top corner of iTunes.

3.On the main iPhone management screen, scroll down to the 

Options section and click Configure Accessibility.

4. In the window that pops up, click Neither in the Seeing 

menu.

5.Click OK.

6.Resync the iPhone.


This should restore your iPhone to its normal magnification and 
prevent the enlargement from happening again.


What iOS Devices Are Affected by Screen Zoom  
The Zoom feature is available on the iPhone 3GS and newer, the 
3rd generation iPod touch and newer, and all iPad models.


If you have one of these devices and your icons are large, Zoom 
is the most likely culprit, so try these steps first. If they won't 
work, something strange is going on. You may want to consult 
Apple directly for help with that.


Using Display Zoom and Dynamic Type to Improve 
Readability  
While this kind of screen magnification makes it harder for most 
people to their iPhones, lots of people still want icons and text to 
be a bit larger. There are a couple of features that can enlarge 
text and other aspects of the iPhone to make them easier to read 
and use:

• Dynamic Type: This feature in  iOS 7 and up lets you 

enlarge text (but nothing else) throughout your iPhone and 
compatible apps to make reading easier.


• Display Zoom:  Available on the iPhone 6 series and 
newer. It lets users of those phones enlarge everything on 
those devices' screens to make things easier to see and 
use. 


Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on 
May 15th, 2018. tinyurl.com/y86pbfku. © The Mac Observer, Inc. 
She is an Apple Consultant who lives and works along the Front 
Range in Colorado.


How To Open Recently Closed Safari 
Tabs On iPhone And iPad 
By Melissa Holt 
Eons ago, I wrote an article about viewing recently closed tabs 
on the iPad. Well, you can do this on the iPhone, too, but the 
steps are just a bit different on both devices than they used to 
be. So if you want to get back a Safari tab you closed out of 
recently on your iPad or iPhone, here’s how you’ll do it! For  the 
iPhone, start by touching Safari’s “tabs” icon. 
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The subsequent screen shows you all of the tabs you have open. 
From there, touch and hold on the plus button.


On the iPad, you can skip the first step and just hold on the plus 
button in the toolbar.


Yes, my iPad is charging. DON’T @ ME 

On whichever device you’re using, the tabs you closed recently 
will appear after you do that! You can then tap any one to bring it 
back.


And at that point, you might wanna bookmark the important ones 
for safekeeping. I’ve never really understood why some folks 
keep 50 bazillion tabs open, but if that’s part of your workflow, 
then you at least have a way to find stuff if you accidentally close 
something you didn’t intend to!
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Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com on 
April 13, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8jestgy.. © IDG Consumer & SMB. 

The Trouble With Desktop And 
Documents Enabled For iCloud Drive 
If you use Desktop and Documents, there’s an issue about the 
files in those folders being properly backed up. 

By Glenn Fleishman 

MacOS 10.12 Sierra introduced a feature that lets you sync your 
Mac's Desktop and Documents folder to iCloud Drive. The 
upside of this is that if you’re not employing any other backup 
method, all of these files are synced to your iCloud account, and 
can be available on iOS devices and other Macs.  
But the downside is that the feature also automatically deletes 
local copies of files in these locations if they’re in active use, 
showing an iCloud download icon on those items, and letting you 
download them on demand when you do need them. As Apple 
notes in a support document explaining how to free up storage 
space: 
When storage space is needed, only the files you recently 
opened are kept on your Mac, so that you can easily work offline. 
Files that are stored only in the cloud show a download icon, 
which you can double-click to download the original file. 
This feels like the worst of two worlds instead of the best, and 
Macworld reader Raja wrote in asking about the backup aspect 
of it. 

[ Further reading: The best TV streaming services ] 

• You have a single copy of files if they’re removed from all 
your connected Macs and only stored in iCloud. That 
means you’re relying on Apple and its data centers and 
redundancy for every copy of the file, because… 

• You can’t back up the file in any other way if it’s not stored 
on your Mac, because it’s been removed and is stored only 
in iCloud, and available for download on demand. 

Because the best practices for files you want to keep—which 
should be all your files, really—is to have at least three backups 
of them (two different kinds of media/location and one offsite), 
Desktop and Documents doesn’t really meet the bar. 

If Apple integrated this with Time Machine or offered some kind 
of API for local or hosted backup services it would be great. For 
instance, the iCloud sync service wouldn’t delete a local copy of 
the file that was synced to iCloud unless there was a recent Time 
Machine backup of the file. That would at least mean there were 
two copies, one local and one offsite. It’s something. Or you 
could use a program like Carbonite or SpiderOak to back up 
offsite, and it could mark files as being archived, which the 
iCloud sync service could read. 

Apple also requires that you pay monthly for storage above the 
included free 5GB with iCloud, and if you stop paying, you could 
wind up either having to download all those synced-and-
removed files—and lack local storage to do so—or lose access 
without paying. I find that unclear in its documentation and 
practices. 

Without any of that, I suggest using external drives or making 
multiple backups of files you archive from your active drives, 
rather than relying on an incomplete solution from Apple that 
puts too many eggs in one basket. 
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A v e r y H a r t m a n s p o s t e d t h e f o l l o w i n g a r t i c l e t o 
businessinsider.com on July 27, 20118. tinyurl.com/yaq8mlbh. © 
Business Insider, Inc. She is a tech reporter for Business Insider. 
She previously covered tech and startups, managed social media 
and produced video for the Pittsburgh Business Times.  

We Compared Google News And Apple's 
Built-In News App For The iPhone To 
See Which One Is Better — And There's 
A Clear Winner 
By Avery Hartmans  




A few months back, I had a realization: I wasn't paying enough 
attention to current events. 

Sure, I work in the news business. I watch the news scroll past 
on Twitter all day long, and there are TVs tuned to news channels 
in my newsroom. Sometimes, I can hear my colleagues literally 
reporting the news around me. 

But that news overload didn't make me more informed, it just 
made me want to tune it all out. And at a time when there's a 
wild new headline almost every day, this is not the time to stop 
paying attention. 

To solve this problem, I turned to technology. I needed to make 
the news both unavoidable and digestible, giving me the option 
to skim the headlines or dive deeper. That solution presented 
itself in the form of a widget on my iPhone that appears when I 
swipe right on my home screen. 

I started with Apple's News widget, but then I switched to 
Google's when it redesigned Google News in May .  

After using both Apple News and Google News the course of 
several months, I've noticed the strengths and weaknesses of 
both — along with a clear winner:


Since my gateway into both apps has been the 
iPhone widget, let's start there. 
At a glance, these widgets look nearly identical, but there are a 
few key differences to note. 

The first is the subtle design differences. Google News keeps it 
simple: it supplies you with just four of the top stories, and 
they're not categorized. There's a button on the bottom that 
says, "More Stories For You," which is the easiest way to get into 
the app itself. 

Apple News, on the other hand, offers you more headlines and 
separates them by "Top Stories," "Trending," and "Top Videos." 
It's not clear what the difference is between top stories and 
trending stories. 
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Unlike Google News, there's no obvious way to get into the 
Apple News app without clicking on a story. At first, I hated this 
about the app, since it meant one extra click to get inside. 
Thankfully, a reader pointed out that you can open the app by 
clicking on the "News" icon at the top of the widget. It's not as 
intuitive as Google News, but it works the same.


But from a content standpoint, both app widgets left 
a little to be desired. 
On Google News, the mix of stories it gave me wasn't very broad 
— two entertainment stories, one celebrity news story, and one 
tech story. Granted, this is where my interests lie, and Google 
probably knows this thanks to my desktop browsing habits using 
Google Chrome. Still, a little diversity would have been nice. 

At first glance, Apple News seemed to offer a better mix of 
stories from more diverse sources. Except when you look a little 
closer, every single headline but one contains the word "Trump." 
I don't know if that's more on Apple's design, or the reality of our 
current politics, but it was a bit much.


Once inside, the Google News app is clean, simple, 
and personalized. 
One thing I love about using the Google News app is the 
personalization at the top. It doesn't overdo it by giving me too 
much information — I don't need my calendar or email here, for 
instance — but having my name up top and the local weather 
report is a nice touch (if you click on that icon, a pop-up 10-day 
forecast will appear). 

As you scroll down, you'll see the top five stories. Google says 
those stories have been organized for you and are a mix of the 
top headlines, local news in your area, and news from topics 
you've said you're interested in. 

On Tuesday, my top five reflected that well. It included a story 
about trade, breaking news that Ivanka Trump had shut down her 
fashion brand, a story about a new restaurant trend in New York 

City, a tech news story about MacBooks, and an entertainment 
story about something that happened on late-night TV.


Compared to Google News, the Apple News app has 
a much busier look and feel. 
When I opened the app on Wednesday morning, there was a lot 
going on, design-wise. 

A colorful module along the top rounded up stories relating to the 
2018 elections. As I scrolled down, the top stories were arranged 
in tiles, which made it feel a little haphazard — it was hard to 
know where to look first. 

All that said, the app provided a good mix of stories up top, 
ranging from politics news to science news to business news. On 
the flip side, these are the top stories as determined by the Apple 
News team, and they didn't include stories from other verticals 
like sports or entertainment.


Google News lets you customize what type of news 
you want to follow. 
While Apple News lets you search for channels, topics, and 
stories to follow, Google News does you one better. 

Its customization options are more specific and diverse than 
Apple News. You can search for: 

• Topics , like the NBA or Meghan Markle  

• Sources , like The New York Times or Elle Magazine  

• Locations , like Los Angeles or Paris 


I loved the location tab in particular, since I want more local news 
in my feeds. Not only do I want to know what's happening where 
I work and where I live, but I like to stay up on the local news in 
my hometown of Buffalo, New York. I couldn't do that on Apple 
News, but I could on Google News. 
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There's one major way Apple News differs from 
Google News: ads. 
There's one key downside to the Apple News app: It serves ads, 
while Google News does not. 

The ads appear in different ways. If you're swiping through the 
top or trending stories, you might get a full-screen ad in between 
a story. Or, as you scroll down the app, there might be an ad in 
between the modules. 

The ads don't feel particularly invasive, and they're often well-
designed to the point that they don't totally disrupt your user 
experience. 

That being said, the Google News app doesn't have any ads (or if 
it does, I haven't been able to find them yet).


On the flip side, the Google News app has autoplay 
video. 
This didn't bother me too much — and, let's be honest, it's 
becoming the norm on most apps — but it might irritate those 
who aren't fans of the feature. 

Apple News also has video tiles, but you still manually press play.


Otherwise, Google News and Apple News have a lot 
of identical features. 
Apple News and Google News share a lot of the same basic 
features, to the point that they work nearly identically. 

Here are some of the additional features you'll find on both apps: 

• Sharing stories. You can easily share stories you find in the 
News app to other platforms like email, messages, or 
social media. For iPhone users, you can even AirDrop a 
story you find in Apple News.  

• Push notifications. Both apps allow you to enable push 
notifications, although I typically don't usually have this 
turned on.  

• Saving stories for later. On Google News, a story you save 
for later will appear under your Favorites tab. On Apple 
News, you'll see it under your Saved tab.  

• Navigating the app. From a navigation standpoint, the apps 
work almost exactly the same. You can easily switch 
between news stories from various sites without actually 
leaving the News app. 

• Reading multiple stories on the same topic. Both apps will 
group stories from various news sites into one module, 
which is convenient for big stories or breaking news. 


So, which should you choose? 
In the end, Google News is the clear winner. 

Apple News certainly has its strengths, and it worked well for me 
for a few months. 

But the redesign of the Google News app has turned it into a 
powerful and effective tool for delivering the news. 

It's up-to-the moment while eliminating the noise of an app like 
Twitter. It's customizable while still providing me with diverse 
news sources. And at the end of the day, it has the power of 
Google Search behind it. 

Plus, even though I'm an iPhone user, I never felt like I was 
missing out or getting a less effective app than an Android user 
would. 

So if you're looking to stay informed without being overloaded, 
and you want a personalized yet balanced way to consume the 
news, your best bet is to go with Google News. 
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Bradley Mitchell posted the following article to lifewire.com on 
May 15, 2018. tinyurl.com/pq5fssz. © about.com. He is a 
computer professional who has covered wireless and computer 
networking topics for About.com since 1999. 

Best Ways To Reset A Home Network 
Router 

By Bradley Mitchell  
You may want to reset your network router if you can't remember 
the administrator's password, you've forgotten the network's 
wireless security key, or you're  troubleshooting connectivity 
issues. 


Several different router reset methods can be used depending on 
the situation.


Hard Resets 
A hard reset is the most drastic type of router reset that's most 
commonly  used when an administrator has forgotten their 
password or keys and wishes to start over with fresh settings.


Since the software on the router is reset to factory defaults, a 
hard reset removes all customizations, including  passwords, 
usernames, security keys, port forwarding settings, and custom 
DNS servers.


Hard resets do not remove or revert the currently-installed 
version of router firmware, however. 


To avoid internet connectivity complications, disconnect 
the  broadband modem  from the router before performing hard 
resets.


How to do it: 
1. With the router powered on, turn it to the side that has the 

Reset button. It might be on the back or the bottom.


2. With something small and pointy, like a paperclip, hold 
down the Reset button for 30 seconds.


3. After releasing it, wait another 30 seconds for the router to 
fully reset and power back on.


An alternative method called the  30-30-30 hard reset 
rule  involves holding down the reset button for 90 seconds 
instead of 30 and can be tried if the basic 30 second version 
doesn't work.


Some router manufacturers might have a preferred way to reset 
their router, and some methods to resetting a router may differ 
between models. 


Power Cycling 
Shutting off and re-applying power to a router is called power 
cycling. It's used to recover from glitches that cause a router to 
drop connections, such as corruption of the unit's internal 
memory, or overheating. Power cycles do not erase saved 
passwords, security keys, or other settings saved via the router's 
console.
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How to do it: 
Power to a router can be shut off either by the unit's on/off 
switch (if it has one) or by unplugging the power cord. Battery-
powered routers must have their batteries removed.


Some people like to wait 30 seconds out of habit, but it's not 
necessary to wait more than a few seconds between unplugging 
and reattaching a router's power cord. As with hard resets, the 
router takes time after power is restored to resume operation.


Soft Resets 
When troubleshooting internet connectivity issues, it can help to 
reset the connection between the router and modem. Depending 
on how you want to do it, this may just involve removing the 
physical connection between the two, not manipulating the 
software or disabling power.


Compared to other kinds of resets, soft resets take effect almost 
instantaneously because they don't require the router to reboot.


How to do it: 
Physically unplug the cable connecting the router to the modem 
and then reconnect it after a few seconds.


Some routers include a Disconnect/Connect  button on their 
console; this resets the connection between the modem and the 
service provider. 


Some router brands including Linksys provide a menu option in 
their console called Restore Factory Defaults  or something 
similar. This feature replaces the router's customized settings 
(passwords, keys, etc.) with the original ones it had at the factory, 
without requiring a hard reset. 


Some routers also feature a Reset Security button on their Wi-Fi 
console screens. Pressing this button replaces the subset of the 
router's wireless network settings with the defaults while leaving 
other settings unchanged. Specifically,  the router name  (SSID), 

wireless  encryption, and Wi-Fi channel number settings are all 
reverted. 


To avoid confusion around which settings get changed on a 
security reset, Linksys owners can avoid this option and use 
Restore Factory Defaults instead. 


If you're trying to solve a problem with your router by resetting it, 
and that didn't fix the issue, check out our Best Wireless Routers 
to Buy guide for some replacement advice. 


Bradley Mitchell posted the following article to lifewire.com on 
March 29, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8gcu3xz. © about.com. 

A Guide To Changing The Wi-Fi Name 
(SSID) On A Network Router 
Changing the SSID name may discourage hackers 

By Bradley Mitchell  
Some Wi-Fi routers use a name called the Service Set Identifier—
usually just referenced as SSID—to identify themselves on the 
local network. Manufacturers set a default SSID for their routers 
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at the factory and typically use the same name for all of them. 
Linksys routers, for example, usually all have the default SSID of 
"Linksys" and AT&T routers use a variation of "ATT" plus three 
numbers.


Why Change the SSID? 
People change a default Wi-Fi name for any of several reasons:


To avoid having their router and network confused with those of 
neighbors who are also using the same default names.


To improve the security of their home network. The name choice 
does not increase protection by itself. Nonetheless, using a 
custom name can deter a network attacker because it indicates 
that router is being more conscientiously administered than other 
routers that use generic defaults. In a typical residential 
neighborhood with many home network targets to choose from, 
attackers are more likely to single out the weakest networks first.


To personalize a home network. The SSID can be seen by 
anyone nearby who scans for Wi-Fi signals from their phone or 
another mobile device.


Each router's instruction manual contains slightly different 
instructions for changing the SSID, although the process in 
general is fairly common across the major router manufacturers. 
Exact names of menus and settings may vary depending on the 
specific model of router in use.


01 Log In to the Network Router 
Determine the router's local  address  and log in to the router's 
administrative console through a web browser. Enter the 
currently active username and password when prompted.  


Routers use different IP addresses to access their control panels:


AT&T routers use 192.168.1.254


Linksys routers use 192.168.1.1


Netgear routers use http://www.routerlogin.com


A Motorola router from AT&T displays the landing page after you 
log in. 

Some routers use 192.168.0.1


Check the documentation or website of other router 
manufacturers for the local address and default login credentials 
of their products. An error message appears if the wrong login 
credentials are supplied. 


Quick tip: One way to find your router's address is to check 
the default gateway. On a Windows PC, press Win+R to open the 
Run box, then type cmd to open a Command Prompt window. 
When the window opens, type ipconfig and review the resulting 
information for the IP address associated with your machine's 
default gateway. That's the address you'll type into your Web 
browser to access the router's admin panel. 
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Michael Simon posted the following article to macworld.com on 
June 29, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9dn9fa4. © Mac Publishing, LLC. He 
has been a Contributing Writer at Macworld since March 2014. 

Right Turn Ahead: The Maps In Apple 
Maps Are Getting Re-Mapped 
Apple knows Maps is terrible so it's scrapping the whole thing for 
all-new data. 

By Michael Simon  
During WWDC earlier this month, there was one app that was 
conspicuously missing from the iOS 12 demo: Maps. It turns out, 
Apple actually has a lot to say about Maps, it just isn’t the stuff of 
ooh-and-aah demos. Instead of adding AR directions or AI-
powered restaurant recommendations, Apple is tackling the 
biggest problem with Maps: the maps. 


A new report by TechCrunch’s Matthew Panzarino outlines 
Apple’s major undertaking to replace the array of third-party 
navigation data in Maps with first-party data collected by cars 
and users. This isn’t speculation—Panzarino got to ride in one of 
Apple’s mapping cars and spoke to senior Vice President Eddie 
Cue at length about the new project, which is years in the 
making. 


In short, Apple is mapping the world’s streets, buildings, parks, 
and playgrounds from the ground up to challenge Google’s 
stronghold. And the first results will arrive sooner rather than 
later. Panzarino says Maps’ new maps will launch in San 
Francisco and the Bay Area with the next iOS 12 beta and will 
cover Northern California by fall.


Why this matters: Maps is probably both the most used and 
most reviled app in Apple’s catalogue. While the six-year-old 
navigation app has certainly improved from its melting-bridge 
beginnings, no matter where you’re going, Maps pales in 
comparison to Google and even Waze, and this change will 
hopefully improve things. There’s still the issue of search and Siri, 
of course, but for now, we’ll take what we can get. 


Changing the world 
The new three-point maps remake start at the ground level, 
literally. You might remember reading about Apple cars popping 
up in various cities around the world. Whether these cars have 
any ties to Apple’s autonomous Project Titan initiative remains to 
be seen, but their main purpose is to collect precise navigation 
data and deliver it back to Apple.


Apple has outfitted a fleet of fans with cameras and GPS to 
capture navigational data. 
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But while the mapping cars might look funny on the road, Apple’s 
navigation fleet is no joke. As Panzarino explains:


“In addition to a beefed up GPS rig on the roof, four LiDAR arrays 
mounted at the corners and 8 cameras shooting overlapping 
high-resolution images—there’s also the standard physical 
measuring tool attached to a rear wheel that allows for precise 
tracking of distance and image capture. In the rear there is a 
surprising lack of bulky equipment. Instead, it’s a straightforward 
Mac Pro bolted to the floor, attached to an array of solid state 
drives for storage. A single USB cable routes up to the 
dashboard where the actual mapping capture software runs on 
an iPad.”


From there, the maps are delivered to Apple’s data center, where 
“a suite of software eliminates private information like faces, 
license plates and other info from the images.” In fact, Apple’s 
engineers never even see the pre-scrubbed images, so any 
personal data that is captured won’t be seen by human eyes.


That’s just one of the layers of privacy protection Apple has 
imposed on its new Maps project. The rest concern your driving 
data, which Apple is using to fill in the gaps and keep maps as 
up-to-date as possible. However, this “probe data,” as Apple 
calls it, is randomized and anonymized “with no way to tie it to a 
specific user or even any given trip,” as Panzarino explains.


And finally, Apple is also using high-resolution satellite data “to 
better determine foliage, pathways, sports facilities, building 
shapes and pathways.” When synchronized with the car and user 
data, Apple can create maps that are far more accurate and 
reliable than the ones on your phone right now.


The right direction 
Apple expects to roll out its new maps over the next year, and it’s 
possible users won’t even notice. Apple isn’t rolling out a 
redesign to Maps anytime soon it’s merely replacing the data 
inside it with richer, more detailed views. As Cue said, it’s about 
taking Maps to “the next level.”


Apple has even reconstructed replicas of hundreds of actual road 
signs and licensed subway system fonts to ensure the digital 
representation of the world is as close to the real one as 
possible. That’s a far cry from the patchwork we have now that 
pulls data from TomTom, OpenStreetMap, and others to generate 
a map.


The new maps in Apple Maps will be far more detailed than the 
current version. 

“We have been working on trying to create what we hope is 
going to be the best map app in the world, taking it to the next 
step,” said Cue. “That is building all of our own map data from 
the ground up.”


Now if only Siri would know which continent we’re on.
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David Turner posted the following article to slate.com on July 9, 
2014.tinyurl.com/yb34qqjz. © The Slate Group LLC. He is a 
Brooklyn-based freelance writer who publishes Penny Fractions, 
a newsletter about music streaming. 

Why Apple Music Is Starting To Win 
Spotify’s Game 
Because it’s going after serious music fans while Spotify targets 
low-effort listeners. 

By David Turner  

Too many years after iTunes became buggy to the point of being 
barely usable, Apple appears to finally be reclaiming its perch as 
the leading tech company in music. Last Thursday, Digital Music 
News reported that Apple Music overtook Spotify in paying 
subscribers in the United States. While there were no exact 
numbers—both companies prefer to talk in global, not regional, 
terms about subscribers—the news followed reports from earlier 
in the year by Billboard and the Wall Street Journal that Apple 
Music was about to catch up with Spotify in the U.S., its biggest 
market. The good news for Apple Music didn’t stop there—and 
perhaps weirdly, it came in the form of the new Drake album. 


On June 30, the Canadian rapper released the double album 
Scorpion and proceeded to break a number of streaming 
records, with Billboard reporting more than 1 billion global 
streams and 746 million streams in the United States alone. 
Spotify received criticism for its aggressive Drake marketing 
push, in which the rapper’s face and music was plastered across 
playlists covering ground as divergent as gospel and pop. Even 
with such an aggressive promotional campaign, Drake still got 
more listens on Apple Music by more than 30 million streams on 
the album’s opening day. 


Taken together, all of this tells us a lot about how Spotify become 
such a behemoth in music streaming—and how Apple caught up 
so quickly. With its endless, algorithmically assembled playlists, 
Spotify is the music service of low-effort listeners. And Apple 
Music is becoming the platform of choice for more serious music 
fans. 


Why do the fans prefer Apple Music? Because for fans who 
already know what they want, it has that in droves. Apple has 
leaned heavily on its Beats 1 radio shows (molded in the images 
of artists) and well-timed album exclusives; that the company 
has a massive potential audience of iPhone users has helped it 
mount a serious bid to reclaim its old spot as music’s No. 1 
distribution node. The company’s previous success with iTunes 
showed that it could guide the music industry into a new digital 
waters, but in the digital-downloads era Apple didn’t face a 
competitor like Spotify. With its free tier, Spotify’s global user 
base comes to more than 170 million users with 75 million 
subscribers, so at least globally, the Swedish company remains 
on top. Last year, as Spotify ramped up to go public, the 
company doubled down on its signature playlists by announcing 
live concerts named after its most successful playlists, 
RapCaviar and ¡Viva Latino! 


Despite Spotify’s successful public debut and steadily rising 
stock price, Apple Music’s growth isn’t just in subscribers but in 
engagement—and it shows why its approach may have even 
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more potential. Music Business Worldwide observed that when 
North Carolina rapper J. Cole released his latest album KOD in 
May, the album in the first day hit 64.5 million streams in the 
United States on Apple Music compared to only 36.7 million 
streams on Spotify—a nearly 30 million gap between the two 
platforms, despite Spotify’s overall user-base advantage. 
Managers and label sources have told me this gulf in 
engagement repeats across the genre: Rap acts consistently 
overperform on Apple Music compared to Spotify. 


That’s a great sign for Apple Music, because according a recent 
Nielsen report, 36.2 percent of all music streaming is from “Hip-
Hop/R&B.” The acts who continue to break streaming records 
(Drake, Post Malone, J. Cole, Kendrick Lamar) are all rappers, 
while traditional pop stars (Shawn Mendes, Charlie Puth, Ariana 
Grande) continue to find more success on radio. The world of 
pop music is skewing heavily toward rap, which at the moment is 
the area where Apple Music is seeing the most success. Perhaps 
one advantage of securing a partnership with Drake, the world’s 
most popular rapper, is that the platform was quickly adopted by 
the genre’s most passionate fans. (Tidal, despite offering 
exclusive music from co-owners like Beyoncé and Jay-Z, isn’t 
big enough to be part of this conversation.) 


Just as Apple has committed to serious listeners, Spotify has 
focused on less serious ones. When Spotify submitted its F1 
filling before going to public, the company boasted that in 2017 
30 percent of its plays originated from its own curated or 
algorithmically generated playlists. Pandora pioneered this type 
of lean-back listening in the 2000s, but Spotify built upon the 
idea of appealing to consumers who just want to press play and 
enjoy the music. The power of its playlists can influence taste, 
but as Apple and Spotify get closer in listenership, it raises the 
question of which audience is more desirable: engaged or 
disengaged? Each new streaming milestone Drake breaks first 
on Apple Music makes a strong argument for pushing toward 
engaged listeners. 


The relationship between Drake and Apple Music benefited both 
parties. Apple Music got first dibs on Drake’s record-breaking 
2016 album Views, while the rapper is now the avatar for the paid 
music streaming era. An often overlooked part of Apple Music’s 
library is Beats 1 radio, which in the case of Drake, who has his 
own OVO Radio show named after his recording imprint, means 
his fans have a reason to hold onto their subscription even if no 
new album on the horizon. Artists like Bad Bunny, Pharrell, 
Deadmau5, Elton John, Charli XCX, and Frank Ocean all have 
their own Beats 1 shows, reaching dedicated fans who’d rather 
connect with their favorite musician than trust an algorithm for 
song recommendations. 


With Apple catching up with Spotify, the industry now has reason 
to question whether the prevailing metric in streaming ought to 
be total subscriber numbers. Artists and labels may start to get 
to more discerning about what platforms to favor, because 
seeking out the service where fans are most engaged might be 
more profitable in the end. Spotify built an impressive music 
platform, but by courting music’s more passive listeners; Apple 
Music is happily reaching—and billing—music’s most dedicated 
fans. 
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Scott Orgera posted the following article to lifewire.com on June 
6, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7zgxdo5. © About, Inc. He is a software 
developer, technology writer, and Microsoft Certified Systems 
Engineer and Office User Specialist.  

How To Password Protect A Folder 
Secure your information from prying eyes 

By Scott Orgera  
There are several security measures that you can put in place to 
protect the important files and information stored on your Mac or 
PC. The most common is to lock your computer whenever you’re 
not using it, requiring a password to bypass the login screen.


You can even take this safekeeping a step further by password-
protecting individual folders, which can come in especially handy 
when you’re using a shared laptop or desktop. Taking the 
following steps will help ensure that access to your sensitive files 
will require a password each and every time.


[Password Protect a Folder in Windows Deleted] 


Password Protect a Folder in macOS 

Mac users can password protect individual folders without the 
need for any third-party software, thanks to the operating 
system's Disk Utility app. 


1. Open the Disk Utility app, typically found in the following 
path: Applications -> Utilities 


2. Click on File in the Disk Utility menu, located at the top of 
the screen. 


3. When the drop-down menu appears, hover your mouse 
cursor over the New Image option. 


4. A sub-menu will now appear to the right. Click on Image 
from Folder. 


5. A Finder window should now be visible. Traverse your 
hard drive until you find the folder that you want to protect 
with a password.


6. Select that folder and click on the Open button. 
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7. A sliding window will now be displayed containing a 
number of configurable options, including where to save 
your newly-created image file. Enter the desired name of 
your password-protected folder in the Save As field. 


8. Select the following option from the Encryption drop-down 
menu: 128-bit AES encryption (recommended).


9. You will now be prompted to enter a password twice. 
Once complete, click on the Choose button. 


10. Select the following option from the Image Format drop-
down menu: read/write 


11. Click on the Save button. 


12. Your password-protected folder image will now be 
created. Once complete, you should see a message 
stating Operation successful. Click the Done button. 


13. At this point only the newly-created image file is protected 
by a password, so you'll want to delete the original folder 
via Finder. If you do not delete the original, it essentially 
defeats the purpose of following the steps above.


When accessing your newly-protected folder, a disk image 
containing its files will be created after your password is 
successfully entered - typically located alongside the protected 
archive itself. Once you are done accessing the folder's contents, 
it is important that you delete this disk image by dragging it to 
the trash. If not, you leave its contents exposed without any 
password protection.


Encryption vs. Password-Protected Files and 
Folders 
Now that you know how to protect your individual folders and 
files, it's important to know the difference between encryption 
and password protection. When a folder or set of files is 
protected by a password, the data within them is not altered or 

rearranged in any way. This level of protection requires a user to 
enter a password to gain access to these files. 


When these same files are encrypted, however, the data 
associated with them is essentially scrambled in a way that 
prying eyes would have an extremely tough time deciphering it in 
any way. In order to arrange said data back to its unencrypted 
form, you would typically have to enter a passcode or password. 
The main difference here is that if someone were to gain access 
to these files in their encrypted form and they did not know the 
encryption key or passcode, the contents would be unreadable 
and virtually useless to them.
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Serenity Caldwell posted the following article to iMore.com on 
May 18, 2018. tinyurl.com/ybl9gmxg. © Mobile Nations. She is 
the Managing Editor at iMore. She's been talking, writing about, 
and tinkering with Apple products since she was old enough to 
double-click. 

Should You Use iCloud Photo Library? 
Should you use iCloud Photo Library for your images and video 
on your Mac, PC, iPhone, and iPad? Here are the pros and cons. 

By Serenity Caldwell 
Apple's online service, iCloud Photo Library, lets you seamlessly 
access, manage, edit, and share pictures and video from your 
iPhone, iPad, and your Mac. It's free to use — though if you want 
to store any real amount of data, you're going to have to pony up 
for a paid iCloud plan. I've had a lot of people over the years ask 
me whether they should turn on iCloud Photo Library: Is it safe? 
Is it secure? Is the cost of an iCloud plan worth it?  

What is iCloud Photo Library? 
Essentially, iCloud Photo Library is an optional feature of Apple's 
iCloud service that can automatically back up and sync any 

images and video you take to iCloud. It works with Photos for 
iPhone, iPad, and Mac, and also provides sync services for 
devices like Apple TV. 

When you enable iCloud Photo Library, it uses your iCloud 
storage space to upload all images and video you've either 
taken, screenshot, saved, or imported on any of your iOS devices 
or Macs.


Apple supports a number of file types in iCloud Photo Library, 
including: 

HEIF (Apple's high-efficiency image codec that saves disk 
space) 
JPEG (most web-based image files) 
RAW (image files that haven't been processed, usually from a 
high-end camera or third-party iPhone app) 
PNG (images with transparent backgrounds; screenshots) 
GIF (animations) 
TIFF (often high-end graphics projects or photographs) 
HEVC (Apple's high-efficiency video codec that saves disk 
space) 
MP4 (video) 
Apple-only specialty formats like slo-mo, time-lapse, and Live 
Photos 

You don't need to use iCloud Photo Library to use Apple's 
Photos app on your Mac, iPhone, or iPad; the app works without 
any cloud service involvement. But if you pass on using iCloud, 
we highly recommend finding a different way to back up your 
photos, lest you lose them accidentally.  

If you do choose to use iCloud Photo Library, you'll likely need to 
pay for iCloud storage space to properly save all your images 
without clogging up your iPhone, iPad, or Mac. Once you do, 
you'll have access to all its backup benefits along with its 
automatic sync across devices and sharing service.  
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The pros 
After several years with iCloud Photo Library and the Photos 
apps on Mac and iPhone/iPad, I'm pretty familiar with the 
service's ups and downs. Thankfully, there are far more ups than 
downs — at least in my experience. 

It just works — really! 

Perhaps the biggest bullet point in iCloud Photo Library's "pro" 
column for me is that Apple's iCloud team has a rock-solid "it 
just works" sync product. Even during the earliest beta-testing 
days, I had no issues with iCloud losing or dropping images from 
my library. 

I had only one sync error, which came from accidentally turning 
iCloud off on my MacBook before it had finished syncing up that 
library; as a result, those half-uploaded photos disappeared from 
my other devices. But they remained on my MacBook and 
repopulated on my iPhone and other Macs as soon as I re-
enabled iCloud sync. 

You really can access your photos from anywhere — and 
manage them, too 

With iCloud Photo Library, my images are accessible 
everywhere  —  even on iCloud.com if I don't have one of my 
devices handy  —  and when I'm offline, I can still view low-
resolution thumbnails of any pictures I haven't downloaded 
locally to my machine. I can even manage that library while 
offline: Delete an image while you're away from internet access, 
or add it to an album, and all of that syncs when you pop back 
online.  

In addition, iCloud Photo Library solved one of my oldest iPhone 
photo management irritations: I can manage albums on my Mac 
and have them sync to my iPhone, and vice versa. That includes 
the People album, which automatically finds faces in images of 
your friends; this data now syncs across your iPhone, iPad, and 
Mac, too. 

Your edits also sync across your devices 
Forget having to make multiple copies of your images to edit 
them: iCloud Photo Library syncs non-destructive image edits 
across your devices, meaning that you can start editing an image 
on your iPhone, finish the touchup on your Mac, or undo it all on 
your iPad. 

All hail optimized storage 
iCloud Photo Library's Optimize Storage option automatically 
and smartly takes a percentage of your device's storage space 
for high-resolution versions of your most recent photos; any 
images or video that can't fit in that space are stored as low-
resolution thumbnails. This space is variable, too — it doesn't 
take up every speck of free space you have, and instead 
appropriates a portion to photo storage, adjusting smartly on the 
fly. 

If you need to download an older image or video that's been 
offloaded from your device and stored in iCloud, you need only 
tap it while on Wi-Fi; the Photos app will automatically remove 
the oldest images and video you've viewed in order to make 
room for the most-recently downloaded ones. 

This is awesome not only for small-storage iOS devices but also 
for laptops: I love being able to carry around my "entire" library 
on my Mac without also having to lug a 500GB external drive to 
view full-resolution Raw photos. 

Secure, strong backups 
While iCloud Photo Library's primary goal may be to provide you 
with the same library on all your devices, it also keeps a copy of 
that library safe and secure in iCloud using Apple's CloudKit 
framework. In the unlikely event of a hard drive malfunction, 
waterlogged iPhone, or other hardware disaster, your images will 
be safe and sound and ready to re-download. 

iCloud Photo Library and security: What you need to know!
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The cons 
For everything I love about iCloud Photo Library, it still has its 
flaws. For me, they aren't deal breakers, but they might be 
depending on your needs. 

The iCloud storage cost 
The cost of Apple's iCloud storage offerings has improved 
greatly over time, with $10 per month now netting you 2TB of 
iCloud storage space. However, while Apple's $10 a month plan 
now outdoes Dropbox, it still hasn't been able to match Google's 
15GB free storage tier (not to mention the company's "unlimited" 
free storage in the Google Photos app, which lets you save an 
endless number of mid-resolution photos at 16 megapixels or 
under). 

While 2TB and the lesser-priced tiers should be enough for most 
people, that's still up to $10 each month, and Google's offer can 
look awfully tempting — especially when most photos taken on 
an iPhone come in below 16MP. 

There is an Apple-based alternative out there for those who don't 
want to pay for an iCloud storage plan: Photo Stream. While the 
older sync service has largely been supplanted by iCloud Photo 
Library, it still offers a quick way to sync the most recent images 
to your other devices and back them up to your local hard drive. 

iCloud Photo Library vs. My Photo Stream: What's the 
difference?


You can't exclude certain photos from syncing 
CloudKit is incredibly secure, but even so, there may be some 
images you'd prefer stay offline — whether for professional or 
personal reasons. Unfortunately, iCloud Photo Library is an all-or-
nothing affair: If you want those photos offline, you'll have to 
move them out of Photos for Mac or iOS to do so. 

How to keep all your private photos off iCloud


It's (largely) tied into Photos for Mac and iOS 
If you're a die-hard Lightroom user, iCloud Photo Library won't 
really help you — it's dependent on Photos for iOS and Photos 
for Mac. Photos for Mac does support external image editors like 
Photoshop and Pixelmator, and you can set up automation 
workflows to move your favorite Lightroom snaps to Photos. You 
can even upload images straight to iCloud.com, if you don't mind 
the workflow. But these alternate solutions aren't as easy as the 
default iCloud Photo Library checkbox that you get inside the 
Photos app.  

There's also the question of reference libraries: Officially, iCloud 
Photo Library doesn't support syncing with an additional 
referenced Photos for Mac library (one held on an external drive), 
because of the potential for sync conflicts. There is a 
(cumbersome) workaround that involves multiple libraries and 
turning iCloud Photo Library on and off, but it may not be worth it 
for those who regularly need access to referenced images. 

Bottom line 
For me, iCloud Photo Library is an excellent way to bring my 
images and video to all my devices. It boasts impressive sync 
capabilities, offline photo access, and easy management and 
backup, even for gigantic libraries. But it also has a few caveats 
that, while not deal breakers for me, might be for others. For 
those unsure what camp they're in, I'm hoping that I've cleared 
up iCloud Photo Library's pros and cons to help you make the 
decision that's right for your workflow. 
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AI And Humans 
Invasive Species 
By Kathy Garges  

In the biological sphere, invasive species are causing 
environmental problems and controversy. Invasive species are 
animals or plants that travel by land, sea, or air from their home 
environments and take over in their new environments, preying 
on, or crowding out, native species. They may travel by invitation 
or as stowaways on humans and their vehicles, by force of wind, 
ocean currents or storms, or on their own power. Just a few of 
the invasive species considered a threat in the U.S. are kudzu (a 
Japanese vine), garlic mustard (a European plant used as a 
cooking spice), the brown marmorated stink bug (a Chinese 
agricultural pest), and the zebra mussel (a Russian freshwater 
mollusk).


In the technological sphere, some forms of artificial intelligence 
are beginning to display a similar hunger to invade the private 
information and lives of humans. AI invasive species, however, 
are all powered by humans. A recent AI and Humans column 
(“Discomfort Zone”) described some of the hackers who seek to 
exploit vulnerabilities in AI, and the efforts of AI researchers to 
identify and foil new hacks as they continually appear. But often 
the invasive AI behavior is built into AI by the very same AI 
developers for the profit of commercial enterprises, to protect 
public safety and security, or to exert government control. 


A senior editor at MIT Technology Review has chronicled her 
family’s experiences with Alexa, one of the smart devices that 
recognizes human speech to control music systems, 
thermostats, and other home entertainment and comfort devices. 
She reports that Alexa sometimes tunes in and records private 
family conversations for no apparent reason, stores them, and 

sometimes sends them to the manufacturer (Amazon in this 
case). Others have reported that Alexa sends a recording for no 
apparent reason to someone on their contact list. Humans can 
sometimes trigger a recording by unintentionally speaking a 
specific wake word, but there are times when Alexa just seems to 
gobble up conversations spontaneously. The writer describes the 
burdensome process of reviewing and deleting each recording, 
and the option of risking lower quality function by periodically 
deleting all of the stored recordings.


A new option on some popular apps that provide geographical 
location services is the recording of images from your 
smartphone’s camera when it is mounted on your car’s 
dashboard and the feeding of them to voracious machine 
learning software. The feature is touted as a benefit, a way to 
update road construction information and to help future self-
driving cars build and maintain street maps. You may have given 
permission for your phone to activate and use the camera this 
way without knowing it, providing copious free and personal real-
time images to your local government and the app’s location 
service company (in this case, Mapbox).


China’s Alibaba, an e-commerce company similar to Amazon, 
has already implemented a more extensive version of this 
mapping function in the city of Hangzhou. In China they don’t 
even bother to ask for human permission in the fine print. An 
Alibaba manager noted that China can move faster in global AI 
competition because in China people are less concerned about 
privacy.


Gemma Galdon Clavell is a Spanish social scientist who 
advocates the development of a methodology to evaluate the 
benefits and harms of surveillance technology. She commented 
that data gathered for government safety and security purposes 
using public data and public infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, 
etc.), like Alibaba’s “city brain,” often ends up free of charge in 
the coffers of private business enterprises. At the same time, it is 
unclear whether it provides value-added public benefits. 
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Martin Chorzempa, a researcher at a Washington, D.C., 
economic think tank, calls China’s efforts to use AI public 
surveillance and data gathering to control human behavior a 
panopticon. It’s based on the theory that people are more likely 
to follow rules if they are not sure whether they are under 
surveillance. The panopticon is an interior building design 
invented by 18th century English philosopher Jeremy Bentham to 
efficiently control large groups in hospitals, schools and other 
institutions by centrally locating a single observer who might be 
watching any individual at any time. (This writer observed such a 
design herself when she interviewed years ago for a customer 
service job in a company rumored to be owned by a religious 
cult.)


Add hacking to the equation, and AI can become an even more 
virulent invasive species. Hacking social media hashtags is a 
sophisticated AI trend. Recently, hackers (suspected to be 
Russian) have used automated accounts on Twitter to subvert 
public conversation about important political issues. It’s done by 
misspelling a trending hashtag, #FamiliesBelongTogther instead 
of #FamiliesBelongTogether, for example, and using automated 
accounts to rapidly vote the decoy hashtag to top choice in 
Twitter’s autocomplete hashtag box. Humans posting to the 
conversation are likely to click on the top choice in autocomplete 
without noticing the misspelling or the alternate choices.


The AI-driven autocomplete in search engines and social media 
is relatively new, less than ten years old, but it is popular. It is 
called “incremental search” and uses one of several basic AI 
search methods. (See the link at the end of the column for more 
on how it works.)


Shocking as it is, hashtag hacking is a larger problem than first 
appears. This type of hacking could be used to affect 
commercial interests such as SEO (search engine optimization) 
of online ads and marketing, or new autocomplete programs in 
the works, such as Google email completion. Hashtags are a 
powerful tool for indexing information, as important as a library 

card catalogue. Like many recent Russian cyber-disruptions, 
hashtag hacking could be a test for bigger future disruptions.


Just as invasive AI programs are often marketed for real or 
supposed beneficial aspects, some people argue that biological 
invasive species can be beneficial, or that they should not be 
interfered with because they are winning according to the laws of 
nature. Assuming we want to limit or eradicate invasive species, 
however, how can we do it?


One suggestion for dealing with biological invasive species is to 
eat them. Lionfish, for example, is native to the South Pacific and 
Indian oceans, but it has become an invasive species in the 
Caribbean and southeast U.S. coastal waters. It’s reportedly 
delicious cooked and served many ways, including smoked or 
Cajun-style. (One criticism of this approach is that it may 
increase economic demand for the invasive species.) Of course, 
eating AI hardware and software is not an option. We humans will 
have to use our creativity, our initiative, and our consumer and 
political power to deal with AI invasive species.


We will have to get up off the couch and demand that our smart 
devices allow us to easily delete stray conversation recordings, 
or prevent them altogether. We will have to read the fine print in 
our app permissions, or invent an AI to alert us to privacy 
concerns, or keep our smartphone off the car dashboard. We will 
have to pressure social media companies to adopt methods to 
thwart hashtag hacking and subversion of free speech. We will 
have to counteract panopticon campaigns and aggressively 
compete with commercial AI that makes use of free public data 
obtained by unacceptable invasive means.


This is possible. Google already tweaks results for its search 
engine autocomplete function Google Instant, deleting 
pornographic phrases, for example. In addition to its recent 
purge of automated accounts, Twitter can do the same, or can 
merge hashtags, or alert users to questionable ones with a 
popup box. Legislation to protect privacy can affect AI privacy 
practices far beyond national borders, as the European Union 
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has proven numerous times. Legislation has been introduced in 
California to require social media bots to identify themselves.


Requiring robots and AI to identify themselves (or what they are 
doing) could be a powerful solution. There was a public outcry 
when Google recently demonstrated its Google Duplex program, 
an AI personal assistant that uses a human-sounding voice to 
phone on behalf of a human to make restaurant reservations, 
haircut appointments, and take care of other tasks. Duplex uses 
pauses, non-word sounds like “mmm-hmmm,” and other devices 
to sound just like a human. But shouldn’t the human answering 
the phone on the other end know it is talking to an AI? Google 
responded promptly to numerous objections and stated that 
Duplex will identify itself.


Of course, AIs making phone calls for humans could become so 
common that humans would begin to assume the other party 
was an AI, unless it specifically identified itself as human. 
Eventually, AI programs could crowd out human phone 
conversations altogether, talking exclusively to each other on 
behalf of humans, perhaps becoming the first successful AI 
invasive species.


The battle with AI invasive species is just beginning. To fortify 
yourself, you might want to cook up a hearty meal of grilled 
lionfish with a spicy garlic mustard sauce thickened with kudzu 
powder. You can find numerous recipes by searching online.


Sources and additional information: 
Jeff MacGregor, "The Lionfish Have Invaded, But a Ragtag Army 
of Divers and Chefs Are Fighting Back," Smithsonian magazine, 
June 2018, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/
lionfish-invaded-army-divers-chefs-fighting-back-180968999/
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